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Captain N S Mohan Ram has excelled in diverse careers over six decades: Lecturer at IIT, 
Pioneer warship designer of Indian Navy, Design Chief of India’s premier Shipyard, Profit 
center head of three major divisions of a large engineering conglomerate and President of a 
leading automobile manufacturer, with whom he is still associated in an advisory role.  

His honors include: Vishisht Seva Medal from President of India for services to the Indian 
Navy, FIE Foundation award for Engineering Management, Distinguished Alumnus award of 
IIT Kharagpur from Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and Vaswik award from Mr. Narendra 
Modi (then Chief Minister of Gujarat).  

His current passion is development of infrastructure for recycling scrapped vehicles. He leads 
the auto industry’s recycling initiatives and is internationally known in the field. 

The booming automotive Industry is one of resurgent India’s success stories. India is the 
world’s largest manufacturer of two wheelers and ranks fourth in car production of cars. 
Huge increase in vehicle population has brought inevitable problems in its wake; clogged 
roads, alarming increases in accident rates and soaring pollution levels in Indian cities. Throw 
in India’s ratification to the Paris Agreement on climate change, we have a challenge of 
enormous proportions on our hands. Recycling of end-of-life automobiles will play a pivotal 
role in the mitigation of climate change.  It will also conserve raw materials, save energy, re-
duce imports of steel scrap and create substantial employment.   

This is where Captain Mohan Ram’s comprehensive book “Recycling of End of Life auto-
mobiles, with special focus on India and developing nations“ is relevant. This one of a kind 
book covers the overall concept of sustainability, the legal framework and challenges the 
third world faces and provides valuable insights into the relatively untapped opportunity. The 
author has spent three decades in the industry and has penned a book that promises to be a 
ready-reckoner for the industry, recycling professionals and academicians. Written in a com-
prehensive, and yet easily readable manner, the book is a must read for anyone in the industry 
not only in India but in the entire developing world.


